Health Study showed significant health benefits for people taking vitamin E supplements. When these findings were studied more carefully in the form of randomized control trials, they found that vitamin E was associated with higher death rates.\(^2\) Oops!

**Evaluating the Pan red meat study**

The Pan study retrospectively reviewed combined data from the *Nurses’ Health Study* and the *Health Professionals Follow-Up Study*, both large studies. Although well done, they suffer from the inherent weakness of all observational studies – they can only be used to generate hypotheses, which in a perfect world would be tested with more rigorous methodology, like a randomized controlled trial.

In spite of the scary headline we mentioned, the Pan study can’t say red meat is to blame for the outcome, it can only say that there is an “association”. Hopefully, no one knows better than the researchers themselves that, well, association does not prove causation!

A few problems with the Pan study deserve mentioning. For one thing, it was not designed to study the effect of meat on health. The data were drawn from dietary habit surveys collected every two to four years. Recollections are often inaccurate, and processed meat (like deli meats) may be classified as red meat due to the nature of the survey. Other factors may have skewed the results – for example, an increased tendency of red meat eaters in the study to smoke, to be overweight, and to be more sedentary; or that the meat may have been part of a fast food meal with soda and fries. Even the best statistician cannot be sure of properly accounting for these kinds of confounding variables.

---


Dissenting data

Much can be learned by comparing observational studies with other observational studies that look at the same questions. In the largest analysis of this sort, drawn from twenty high-quality studies looking at the meat-eating behavior and overall health of more than 1,000,000 people from ten countries and studied for as long as eighteen years, 4 unprocessed red meat consumption of a little over three ounces per day was not associated with an increase in heart disease, stroke or diabetes, whereas processed meat consumption of a little less than two ounces daily was associated with a 20% increase in diabetes risk and a 50% increase in heart disease risk. (For more about why we recommend avoiding processed meat, see the August 2010 newsletter at www.goodfoodgreatmedicine.com.)

Randomized controlled trials and red meat

Randomized controlled trials, on the other hand, are the gold standard of health research. They compare outcomes between similar groups of people who are matched as well as possible for factors like age, sex, health history, and whether or not they are smokers. There are very few randomized controlled trials which compare healthy diets with and without red meat, and these are short-term studies. Here are two that we found helpful:

1. The BOLD study 5 compared healthy diets with and without lean red meat (up to 5 ounces/day). The greatest improvements in cardiovascular risk factors, including total cholesterol, LDL cholesterol, and inflammatory markers, were found in those who ate the most red meat.

2. Another randomized controlled trial that sheds some light on this issue studied the effects of a low-fat diet compared to a high-protein Atkin’s diet and a Mediterranean diet in obese patients who were followed for two years. Those people eating the Mediterranean and Atkin’s diets, both of which have the highest amount of red meat, saturated fat, and cholesterol, had the best weight loss, insulin resistance and inflammatory markers, and cholesterol levels. 6

What about saturated fat data?

Many people continue to assume that the saturated fat in red meat is a risk factor for heart disease, yet there is solid data to indicate that there is no heart disease risk with eating saturated fats! 7 Sugars and other refined carbohydrates, however, appear to be a significant risk for heart disease. If you are still concerned about the risk of saturated fat, please take the time to look at the evidence in the study we mention in footnote #7 at the bottom of this page.

Summary

- Many studies have addressed the red meat issue with conclusions that fall on both sides. I believe the evidence supports including red meat as part of an omnivorous whole food Mediterranean-style diet – and I certainly eat red meat myself. As a personal observation, after taking care of patients for 17 years, I find it striking how often people are happier and more energetic after adding some red meat to their diet.
- Red meat is a nutrient-dense food and a rich source of protein, iron, zinc, and B vitamins that cannot be duplicated by supplements.
- We recommend no more than 1.5 pounds of red meat (raw weight) per week, as some studies suggest that cancer risk rises when consumption goes above that level. 8
- Guilty as charged: processed (preserved or cured) meat such as lunch meats, cured sausages, bacon, ham, and hot dogs. Not eligible for parole.

Speaking Events

5/15/2012 – How a Greek Grandmother Would Solve the Health Care Crisis: Which Diet and Lifestyle Choices Really Matter? Clackamas County Employee Services, Oregon City, Oregon. For Clackamas County employees only.


“Prove all things; hold fast that which is good.”
1 Thessalonians. 5:21 (KJV)

---

6 Shai, I. et al. NEJM 2008;359:229-41
8 American Institute for Cancer Research 2007
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